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Beggining of Queen 

Queen was founded in

1970. It all started with a

band Smile based in

London. They produced

only 7 songs. When

Freddie joined the band,

he came up with the new

name of the band -

Queen.  

 They started by playing songs by some other artists then

started to writing texts for their own. When John Deacon

was joining the band, Freddie designed the Queen logo

inspired by their zodiac sign.



Queen's career and achievements

 They have had a great career. 
Queen’s music is still present today: 

in movies, commercials, fairy tales and even computer games. 
 

Queen has a lot of awards like: Brit Award, Grammy and MTV
 

Queen's performance at Live Aid was voted the best rock
 concert ever by the judges of the British Channel 4 

The World's Greatest Gigs in 2005. In the justification 
of the verdict, the jurors said that the vocalist Freddie Mercury

 convinced 72,000 viewers to clap at one pace to the beat of the song "Radio Ga Ga"
 





Queen members

Freddie Mercury Brian May Roger Taylor John Deacon



Funny facts about Queen members

 Freddie was a cat lover

Brian doesn't like tunnels

Roger locked himself in a cupboard

John's favorite dish is cheese toast



Most popular songs and albums (that made a big impact)

Album ,,The Game” song Another
one bites the dust  

A Night In The Opera  

We Will Rock You 

A

B

C
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1977 was a year when Queen
continued their run with an album
News of The World.  



The characteristic poses and

movements of Freddie



Queen after Freddie's death

Brian May's mental
breakdown after
Freddie's death

"The Freddie Mercury Tribute Concert"

"No One But You"

Deaky left the band



Queen nowadays

Queen + Adam Lambert

Brian and Roger are still performing

Roger Taylor and Brian May on instagram
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